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Abstract
Unsupervised feature learning has made great strides with invariant mapping
and instance-level discrimination, as benchmarked by classification on common
datasets. However, these datasets are curated to be distinctive and class-balanced,
whereas naturally collected data could be highly correlated within the class (with re-
peats at the extreme) and long-tail distributed across classes. The natural grouping
of instances conflicts with the fundamental assumption of instance-level discrim-
ination. Contrastive feature learning is thus unstable without grouping, whereas
grouping without contrastive feature learning is easily trapped into degeneracy.
We propose to integrate grouping into instance-level discrimination, not by impos-
ing group-level discrimination, but by imposing cross-level discrimination between
instances and groups. Our key insight is that attraction and repulsion between
instances work at different ranges. In order to discover the most discriminative
feature that also respects natural grouping, we ask each instance to repel groups of
instances that are far from it. By pushing against common groups, this cross-level
repulsion actively binds similar instances together. To further avoid the clash
between grouping and discrimination objectives, we also impose them on separate
features derived from the common feature.
Our extensive experimentation demonstrates not only significant gain on datasets
with high correlation and long-tail distributions, but also leading performance
on multiple self-supervision benchmarks including CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and
ImageNet, bringing unsupervised feature learning closer to real data applications.
1 Introduction
Representation learning aims to extract latent or semantic information from raw data. It typically pre-
trains a neural network on large-scale semantically annotated data [32], and tune it on a downstream
task with limited annotations [23]. As the model gets bigger and deeper [24, 27], ever more
annotated data is needed; supervised pre-training is no longer viable.
Self-supervised learning [11, 43, 62, 40, 13, 38] gets around labeling with a pre-text task which does
not require annotations and yet would be performed better with semantics. For example, to predict the
color of an object from its grayscale image does not require labeling; however, doing it well would
require a sense of what the object is. The biggest drawback is that pre-text tasks are domain-specific
and hand-designed, and they are not directly related to downstream semantic classification.
Unsupervised contrastive learning has emerged as a direct winning alternative [52, 63, 57, 30, 5, 22].
The training objective and the downstream classification are aligned on instance discrimination, albeit
at different levels of granularities: training is to discriminate among known individual instances,
whereas testing is to discriminate unknown semantic groups of instances.
Contrastive learning approaches have made great strides with two ideas: invariant mapping [21]
and instance-level discrimination [52]. That is, the learned representation should be 1) stable for a
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c) CLD outperforms SOTA classifiers on high-correlation, long-tail, standard balanced datasets
Figure 1: Our unsupervised feature learning acknowledges similar instances and integrates grouping
into instance-level discrimination, outperforming the state-of-the-art (SOTA) image classifiers on high-
correlation, long-tail, or balanced datasets. a) Instance-level discrimnation presumes all instances
to be different; instance xi only attracts (↔) its augmented version x′i and repels (→←) all others
including those slightly different views of the same instance. b) In our CLD, xi attracts the group
centroid of x′i and repels the group centroids of other instances. By repelling the same groups, CLD
binds similar instances together. c) Our CLD outperforms NPID [52] and MoCo [22]. An additional
boost is observed with CLDm, where CLD is implemented with MoCo’s momentum encoder instead
of NPID’s memory bank. All the models use the same backbone networks.
slightly or acceptably transformed version of an instance, and 2) distinctive for different instances.
These two aspects can be formulated without any labels, and image similarity learned in such a
pure data-driven fashion appears to automatically capture semantic similarity, as benchmarked by
downstream classification on common datasets such as CIFAR100 and ImageNet [5]. However, these
datasets are curated with distinctive and class-balanced instances, whereas natural data could be
highly correlated within the class and long-tail distributed across classes.
The natural grouping of similar instances conflicts with the instance-level discrimination where all
the instances are presumed different. Consequently, contrastive feature learning is unstable and
under-performing without grouping (Fig. 1a), whereas grouping without contrastive feature learning
is easily trapped into degeneracy. Ad-hoc approaches [3, 4] or maximum mutual information criteria
which effect a uniform class distribution prior [30] have been used to prevent feature degeneracy.
We propose to acknowledge the similarity between instances and integrate grouping into instance-
level discrimination, not by imposing group-level discrimination as Deep Clustering [3, 4], nor by
regulating instance-level discrimination from the outcome of grouping as Local Aggregation [63],
but by imposing cross-level discrimination (CLD) between instances and groups.
We start by observing that contrastive learning is built upon dual forces of attraction between related
instances and repulsion between different instances [21]. Existing works assume attraction between
data augmented from the same instance [52, 63, 57, 30, 22, 5], or captured from different times,
views or modalities [41, 26, 1, 49, 46, 48].
Illustrated in Fig. 1a, our key insight is that grouping results from both attraction and repulsion,
and they complement each other at different ranges. Attraction is more certain within a short range,
whereas repulsion is more certain beyond a long range. In order to discover the most discriminative
feature that also respects natural grouping, we ask each instance to repel groups of instances that are
far from it, and to attract instances that are close by and related by data augmentation.
2
In our approach, similar instances are mapped closer in the feature space due not to local attraction
from same-instance data augmentation, but to long-range repulsion between each instance and far-
group centroids. By pushing against common groups, the repulsion paradoxically and actively binds
similar instances together. To further avoid the clash between grouping and discrimination objectives,
we also impose them on separate features derived from the common feature.
Such an interplay between attraction and repulsion has been utilized to model perceptual popout
[59, 2], as well as simultaneous image segmentation and depth segregation [58, 37]. However, those
works are prior to deep learning and aim at grouping pixels based on certain fixed pixel-level feature
such as edges, whereas our work aims at learning the image-level feature discriminatively.
We compare CLD with state-of-the-art (SOTA) unsupervised feature learning approaches such as
non-parametric instance-level discrimination (NPID) [52] and momentum contrast (MoCo) [22]
(Fig. 1c). CLD outperforms instance-level contrastive learning methods not only on standard curated
balanced datasets such as CIFAR and ImageNet, but also on high-correlation and long-tail datasets
by a large margin, bringing unsupervised feature learning closer to real world applications. CLD also
outperforms the SOTA on transfer learning for PASCAL VOC object detection, demonstrating both
the quality and the transferability of the unsupervisedly learned representation.
2 Related Works
Unsupervised representation learning [11, 43, 62, 40, 13, 33, 29, 19, 60] aims for a transferable
feature across downstream tasks. Our work is closely related to unsupervised contrastive learning
and unsupervised feature learning with grouping.
Contrastive learning optimizes a learnable feature to best contrast positive sample pairs against
negative ones [52, 38, 48, 22, 6, 5]. A positive pair often comes from different augmented versions
of the same instance, whereas a negative pair comes from non-identical instances. The key difference
among various contrastive learning methods lies in how to get and maintain these samples.
Positive and negative samples can be obtained within a batch or from a memory bank. 1) Batch
methods [5]: The samples are drawn from the current mini-batch with the same encoder and updated
end-to-end with back-propagation. 2) Memory-bank methods [52, 38]: The samples are drawn from
a memory bank that stores the prototypes of all the instances computed previously. 3) Mixture of the
two methods such as MoCo [22, 6]: It encodes positive samples by a momentum-updated encoder
while it maintains negative samples in a queue.
Existing contrastive learning methods adopt instance-level discrimination that presumes distinctive
instances. Their performance drops in naturally collected data where there are highly correlated or
long-tail distributed instances, e.g., consecutive frames extracted from videos (with repeated stills
at the extreme), or different views of the same instance. Please note that our setting is completely
unsupervised and different from learning representation across views [1, 49, 48]: We only have all
kinds of data mixed together, but we don’t have any object or view labels as to how they are mixed.
Feature learning with grouping incorporates feature clustering into representation learning [53, 54,
3, 4, 63]. Unlike self-supervised learning [43, 62, 40, 19], it does not require domain knowledge [3].
Earlier works focus on linear transformations of a given feature representation. DisCluster [8, 10]
and DisKmeans [56] simultaneously find the best linear feature transformation and clustering by
iteratively applying K-means to generate the cluster labels for linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and
then use LDA to select the most discriminative subspace for K-means clustering. K-means clusters
only points in a Euclidean space, whereas spectral clustering [51] is designed for points on a manifold
and thus more flexible. [55] applies LDA along with spectral clustering, whereas [39] uses linear
regression as a regularization term to handle out-of-sample data in spectral clustering.
Nonlinear feature transformations have been explored for finding a nonlinear embedding of a given
feature representation. [47] applies a deep sparse autoencoder to the normalized graph similarity
matrix and performs K-means on the latent representation. [50] parametrizes the t-SNE embedding
with a deep neural network, and the Kullback-Leibler divergence between an embedded distribution
and the original data distribution is minimized. Instead of learning an embedding faithful to the
distances in the original data space, with the feature initialized from a stacked autoencoder, Deep
Embedded Clustering [53] simultaneously learns cluster centroids and feature mapping such that
centroid-based soft assignments in the embedding approach a desirable target distribution.
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Figure 2: Method overview. Our goal is to learn representation f(x) given image x and its alternative
view x′ from data augmentation. We fork two branches from f : fine-grained instance branch fI and
coarse-grained group branch fG. All the computation is mirrored and symmetrical with respect to
different views of the same instance. 1) Instance Branch: We apply contrastive loss (two bottom
C’s) between fI(xi) and a global memory bank {vi}, which holds the prototype for xi, computed
from the average feature of the augmented set of xi. 2) Group Branch: We perform local clustering
of fG(xi) for a batch of instances to find k centroids, {M1, . . . ,Mk}, with instance i assigned to
centroid Γ(i). Their counterparts in the alternative view are fG(x′i), M
′, and Γ′. 3) Cross-Level
Discrimination: We apply contrastive loss (two top C’s) between feature fG(xi) and centroids M ′
according to grouping Γ′, and vice versa for x′i. 4) Two similar instances xi and xjwould be pushed
apart by the instance-level contrastive loss but pulled closer by the cross-level contrastive loss, as
they repel common negative groups. Forces from branches fI and fG act on their common feature
basis f , organizing it into one that respects both instance grouping and instance discrimination.
More recent deep learning works, such as Deep Clustering [3], Deeper Clustering [4], Online Deep
Clustering [61] and Local Aggregation [63], go beyond nonlinear embedding and jointly optimize
the representation and the resulting cluster assignment.
While clustering on a fixed feature is well studied [17], clustering with an adapting feature becomes a
tricky model selection problem. 1) Clustering could fall into trivial solutions where most samples are
assigned to a single cluster, trapping feature learning into degeneracy [3]. 2) Without any external
supervision, it is challenging to ensure that the learned feature captures latent semantics.
Our work combines contrastive learning and grouping learning in a single framework, by expanding
discrimination from instance-level to cross-level between instances and groups. Discrimination
prevents feature learning from degeneracy, while grouping improves stability and helps instance-
level discrimination see beyond the finest granularity. With these two aspects integrated, our CLD
significantly improves contrastive representation learning at downstream classification task.
3 Contrastive Learning with Cross-Level Discrimination
Our approach handles instance correlation in a pure unsupervised contrastive learning framework, by
expanding the two main ideas of invariant mapping and instance-level discrimination with cross-level
discrimination between instances and groups (Fig. 2).
Contrastive learning. Suppose there are n images {xi} and each instance xi can be regarded a
representative view of an augmented set generated by transforming xi via translation, cropping,
rotation, color jittering etc. The objective of contrastive learning [21, 52, 22, 48, 41, 5] is to learn a
mapping function f such that in the feature representation f(x), instance xi is:
(invariant mapping) close to positive sample x′i in its augmented set, and
(instance discrimination) far from negative sample xj 6=i, i.e., any other instances in the dataset.
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We model f as a convolutional neural network (CNN), mapping x onto a d-dimensional hypersphere
such that ‖f(x)‖=1. Let f , f+, f− denote the feature for each instance, its positive and negative
samples respectively. Intuitively, f needs to be attracted to f+ of positive samples and repelled from
f− of negative samples. We learn the CNN parameters θ by minimizing loss C over all n instances:
instance-centric
contrastive loss : C
(
fi, f
+
i , f
−
6=i;T
)
= − log exp
<fi,f
+
i >
T
exp
<fi,f
+
i >
T +
∑
j 6=i exp
<fi,f
−
j >
T
. (1)
Temperature T is a hyperparameter regulating what distance is considered close. C is the noise
contrastive estimation (NCE) [20] of softmax instance classification loss [52]. It can also be viewed as
maximizing a lower bound of mutual information between samples of the same instances [42, 21, 41].
Implementation of (fi, f+i , f
−
6=i) during training. For sample xi, the self feature is fi = f(xi),
whereas positive feature f+i and negative feature f
−
6=i come from a memory bank v that holds the
prototypical feature for {xi}ni=1. It is computed as the average feature of all the augmented versions
of xi seen so far [52, 5]. It could also be encoded by a parametric model as in MoCo [22]. Existing
approaches thus apply contrastive loss at the instance-level, between feature f and its augmented set
average v: C (fI(xi), vi, v6=i) (Fig. 2 instance branch).
Pros and cons of instance-level contrastive learning. Unlike self-supervised learning, contrastive
learning is domain agnostic, with discrimination aligned with downstream classification. It approaches
on-par performance with supervised learning [52, 41, 22, 5]. However, there are 4 major caveats.
1. It focuses on intra-instance similarity by augmentation, oblivious of between-instance similarity.
2. It focuses on discrimination at the finest instance-level, oblivious of natural groups which often
underlie downstream tasks’ discrimination at a coarser semantic level.
3. It presumes distinctive instances among classes, whereas non-curated data could contain repeats,
redundant observations of the same instances, and long-tail distributed instances across classes in
the downstream classification task. For feature fi, its negative features {f−i } would thus contain
highly correlated samples which fi should ideally be attracted to instead of repelled from.
4. Each instance has highly imbalanced positive and negative samples (1 vs. rest), and the more
negative samples, the larger the signal to noise ratio [44], and the better the performance [26, 48].
On the other hand, the model leans towards more instance discrimination than invariant mapping
or maximizing the mutual information between augmented instances, reducing robustness.
Feature grouping. To address the above caveates, we need to go a step beyond individual instances
and see how they might be related to each other. We propose to acknowledge the natural grouping of
instances by finding local clusters within a batch of samples. Since they are not global clusters as
sought by Deep Clustering [3, 4], which specific clustering method to use is not as critical. We apply
spherical K-means to our unit-length feature vectors.
On the other hand, local clustering could be rather noisy, especially at the early stage of training
in an supervised learning framework. Instead of imposing group-level discrimination, we impose
consistent discrimination between individual instances and their across-view groups from augmented
versions of the same instances.
Group branch. Grouping and discrimination are opposite in nature. To avoid clash between their
objectives, we fork two branches from feature f : fine-grained instance branch fI and coarse-grained
group branch fG (Fig. 2). We first extract fG at the instance level in a batch, then compute k
local cluster centroids {M1, . . . ,Mk} and assign each instance to its nearest centroid. Clustering
assignment Γ(i) = j means that instance i is assigned to centroid j.
Cross-level discrimination. The natural groups identified in the group branch can be regarded as
an expansion of positive samples from the augmented set of an individual instance to like-kind
other instances. We also expand negative samples from other instances to groups of their like-kind
instances. We can then apply contrastive loss between alternative instance feature fG(x′i) and group
centroids M , i.e., C
(
fG(x
′
i),MΓ(i),M6=Γ(i)
)
and vice versa for fG(xi) (Fig. 2). Intuitively, if local
clustering Γ separates {xi} well, when xi is replaced by its alternative view x′i, it should still be close
to xi’s centroid MΓ(i) and far from other centroids M 6=Γ(i). That is, instances and their local clusters
should retain their grouping relationships across views.
It is beneficial to compare features across levels, instances, and views:
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1. For instances clustered in the same group, instance feature fG(xi) and fG(xj) would be attracted
to the same group centroid M or M ′ and are thus drawn closer.
2. For similar instances xi and xj not in the same cluster, they are more likely to repel common
group centroids, thereby pushing their instance feature fG(xi) and fG(xj) closer.
3. Through CLD, we effect discrimination at both instance and group levels, more in line with coarser
discrimination at downstream semantic classification.
4. Cross-level comparisons fG andM not only avoid repelling highly correlated instances as negative
samples, but also keep the positive and negative sample ratio in check.
5. Cross-view comparisons between xi and x′i focus the model more on invariant mapping.
Probabilistic interpretation of CLD. Our CLD objective can be understood as minimizing the
cross entropy between hard clustering assignment pij (as ground-truth) based on fG(xi) and soft
assignment qij predicted from fG(x′i) in a different view. Since pij =1 only when j=Γ(i), we have:
−Ep[log q] = −
n∑
i=1
log
exp
<fG(x
′
i),MΓ(i)>
TG∑k
j=1 exp
<fG(x′i),Mj>
TG
=
n∑
i=1
C(fG(x
′
i),MΓ(i),M6=Γ(i);TG). (2)
Our formulation for semantic image classification is related to SegSort [28] for semantic image
segmentation, which learns a pixel-wise representation so that all the pixels form visual clusters that
underlie region segmentation within individual images, either supervisedly or unsupervisedly. The
key differences between CLD and SegSort are that SegSort uses one common feature and contrasts the
pixel-wise feature with their clusters from the same view, whereas CLD uses two separate image-wise
features and contrast the image-wise feature with their clusters from a different view.
Total contrastive learning loss. We minimize instance-level and cross-level contrastive losses (with
different temperatures TI and TG, and weighted by λ) in symmetrical terms over views xi and x′i:
L(f ;TI , TG, λ) =
1
2
n∑
i=1
C(fI(xi), vi, v6=i;TI) + C(fI(x′i), vi, v6=i;TI)︸ ︷︷ ︸
instance-level discrimination
+
λ
2
n∑
i=1
C(fG(x
′
i),MΓ(i),M6=Γ(i);TG) + C(fG(xi),M
′
Γ′(i),M
′
Γ′(i);TG)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cross-level discrimination
. (3)
We provide an analysis on why two feature branches are better than one branch, where fI = fG
and M is simply the group centroids of fI(xi) or v. In that case, while the instance discriminiation
term would repel xi against any other instances {xj}, the CLD term would attract xi to some other
instances {xj} in the same group of xi through their group centroid. Minimizing the two terms
would lead to opposite effects no matter what the local clustering is. Basing instance feature fI and
group feature fG as separate branches off feature f would force f to be discriminative enough for the
instance branch yet loosely similar enough for the group branch.
4 Experimental Results
We use ResNet-50 for ImageNet data and ResNet-18 otherwise. We compare linear classification
accuracies on ImageNet, and follow NPID on using (higher and more fitting for metric learning)
kNN accuracies (k = 200) for all the small-scale benchmarks. Results marked by † are obtained with
released code. We evaluate CLD and its momentum encoder version CLDm on 3 types of datasets.
1. High-correlation data: Kitchen-HC is constructed from multi-view RGB-D dataset Kitchen
dataset [18] by extracting objects in their bounding boxes. Kitchen-HC has 11 categories with
highly correlated samples and 20.8K / 4K / 14.4K instances for training / validation / testing.
2. Long-tail data: CIFAR10-LT, CIFAR100-LT and ImageNet-LT [36].
3. Major benchmarks: CIFAR [31], STL10 [7], ImageNet-100 [48], ImageNet [9]. Following [57],
CLD(m) and baseline models are jointly trained on 5k samples in the "train" set and 100k samples
in the "unlabeled" set, and tested on the "test" set of STL10.
Results on high-correlation data. A dataset with high-correlation instances break the instance
discrimination presumption and would cause slow or unstable training. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 indeed show
that CLD is much better and fast converging: At epoch 10, CLD outperforms by 40% (23% vs. 63%).
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kNN accuracies Kitchen-HC
NPID [52] 69.5 †
MoCo [22] 76.1 †
CLD 78.9
CLDm 81.6
Figure 3: Left: CLD is more accurate and fast converging than NPID on Kitchen-HC, esp. when the
number of groups is closer to the number of classes 11. The average top-1 kNN accuracy of 5 runs is
reported. Right: CLD(m) outperforms NPID or MoCo on high correlation dataset Kitchen-HC.
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Figure 4: CLD has earlier and better separation between classes (indicated by the dot color) than
NPID in the t-SNE visualization of instance feature fI(xi).
CIFAR10-LT CIFAR100-LT ImageNet-LT
top1 top5 top1 top5 Many Med Few top1 top5
NPID † [52] 32.3 74.8 10.2 29.8 47.5 21.3 6.6 29.5 51.1
MoCo † [22] 34.2 76.7 19.7 42.6 - - - - -
CLD 41.1 78.9 21.7 44.3 52.4 25.0 8.3 33.4 56.6
CLDm 43.1 80.4 25.4 50.0 - - - - -
Plain Model [24, 36] (supervised) - - - - 40.9 10.7 0.4 20.9 -
Focal Loss [35, 36] (supervised) - - - - 36.4 29.9 16.0 30.5 -
OLTR [36] (supervised) - - - - 43.2 35.1 18.5 35.6 -
Table 1: CLD(m) outperforms unsupervised baselines on long-tailed datasets, approaching supervised
OLTR [36]. The kNN (linear) classifiers are used for CIFAR (ImageNet-LT). CLD is significantly
better than plain supervised classification on many- (100+), medium- ([20, 100)) and few-shot (20−).
CLD outperforms NPID by 9.4% with 10 local groups, by 1.2% with 256 local groups. CLD is still
better due to direct contrastive comparisons between an instance and its augmented version, which
NPID does not have.
Results on long-tailed data. As CLD(m) groups similar samples and uses coarse-grained group
prototypes instead of just instance prototypes, the imbalance between many-shot and few-shot classes
is alleviated. Table 1 shows that CLD(m) outperforms baselines by a large margin on CIFAR10-LT
and CIFAR100-LT. CLD also outperforms NPID on Imagenet-LT by 5.6% per top-5 accuracy, with
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kNN accuracies STL10 CIFAR10 CIFAR100
DeepCluster [3] - 67.6 -
Exemplar [15] 79.3 76.5 -
Inv. Spread [57] 81.6 83.6 -
NPID [52] 79.1 † 80.8 51.6 †
MoCo [22] 80.8 † 82.1 † 53.1 †
CLD 83.6 86.7 57.5
CLDm 84.3 87.5 58.1
Table 2: CLD(m) outperforms on small-scale bench-
marks: STL10, CIFAR10 and CIFAR100.
CIFAR-10 retrieval NMI kNN
NPID fI 75.1 57.7 80.8
CLD fI 78.6 63.5 86.7
fG 75.6 69.0 81.4
CIFAR-100
NPID fI 48.7 36.1 51.6
CLD fI 50.2 43.8 57.5
fG 48.8 49.4 51.8
Table 3: The feature quality of fI and fG
evaluated by retrieval, normalized mu-
tual information and kNN.
Methods Architecture (#params) #Epochs ImageNet100 ImageNet
Rotation [15] R50 (24M) - - 48.9
DeepCluster [3] VGG (15M) 100 - 48.4
BigBiGAN [14] R50 (24M) - -
LocalAgg [63] R50 (24M) 200 - 60.2
NPID [52] R50 (24M) 200 75.3 56.5
MoCo [22] R50 (24M) 200 77.6 60.6
SimCLR [5] R50-MLP (28M) 200 - 61.9
MoCo v2 [6] R50-MLP (28M) 200 - 67.5
CLD R50 (24M) 200 79.7 60.6
CLDm R50 (24M) 200 81.7 63.4
CLDm R50-MLP (28M) 200 - 69.4
CLDm § R50-MLP (28M) 200 - 71.2
PIRL ‡ [38] R50 (24M) 800 - 63.6
CMC ‡ [48] R50L+ab (47M) 280 79.2 64.1
CPC v2 ‡ [25] R170wider (303M) - - 65.9
SimCLR ‡ [5] R50-MLP (28M) 1000 - 69.3
MoCo v2 ‡ [6] R50-MLP (28M) 800 - 71.1
Table 4: Linear classifier top-1 accuracy (%) comparison on ImageNet100 and ImageNet. On
ImageNet-100, we use our re-implemented code for baselines as they are better than those reported in
[48]. § denotes training with a JigSaw branch as in PIRL [38]. Note on ‡: CMC uses FastAutoAug-
ment [34] that is supervised by ImageNet labels. PIRL, SimCLR and MoCo v2 require much larger
training epochs. CPC v2 uses 13× larger architecture. SimCLR requires a batch size of 4096 on 128
GPUs to obtain optimal performance. Our experiments are conducted on 8 RTX 2080 Ti GPUs.
the largest relative gain of 24% on few-shot classes. Note that CLD is completely unsupervised, and
compared to the supervised plain model which is also unaware of the long-tail distribution, CLD(m)
significantly outperforms on every category, with 11%, 14%, 8% on many, medium, few-shot classes.
CLD approaches OLTR which is a supervised approach specifically designed for long-tail data.
Results on major benchmarks. Table 2 shows that CLD(m) outperforms SOTA on STL10, CI-
FAR10, CIFAR100 and ImageNet-100. On ImageNet, CLDm outperforms SOTA under fair compar-
ison settings: 200 training epochs, standard augmentations [52] and comparable model sizes. See
sample retrieval results in Fig. 5. Another 7.8% gain can be obtained with an MLP projection head,
cosine learning scheduler, extra data augmentations [6, 5] and a JigSaw branch as in PIRL [38].
Transfer learning for object detection. We test the feature transferability by fine-tuning an
ImageNet trained model for Pascal VOC object detection [16]. Table 5 shows that CLDm not
only outperforms its supervised learning counterpart by more than 6%(3%) in terms of AP in
VOC07(VOC07+12), but also surpasses current SOTA of MoCo and MoCo v2.
Similarity among positive/negative pairs. We calculate the pairwise feature similarity as Aij =
cos(f(xi), f(x′j)). Positive (negative) pairs correspond to Aii and Ai,j 6=i, and their difference
A∆ij = Aii − Aij . Fig. 6 shows that CLD is better than MoCo, with higher (lower) similarities
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Figure 5: Comparisons of top retrieves by NPID (Columns 2-9) and CLD (Columns 10-17) according
to fI for the query images (Column 1) from the ImageNet validation set. The results are sorted
by NPID’s performance: Retrievals with the same category as the query are outlined in green and
otherwise in red. NPID seems to be much more sensitive to textural appearance (e.g., Rows 1,4,6,7),
first retrieve those with similar textures or colors. CLD is able to retrieve semantically similar
samples. Our conjecture is that by reducing similar textures into groups, CLD can actually find more
informative feature that contrasts between groups. (Zoom in for details)
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pre-train methods VOC07+12 VOC07AP50 AP AP50 AP
random initialization 60.2 33.8 - -
supervised 81.3 53.5 74.6 42.4
Multi-task [12] - - 70.5 -
LocalAgg [63] - - 69.1 -
MoCo [22] 81.5 55.9 74.9 46.6
MoCo v2 [6] 82.0 56.4 - -
SimCLR [5] - - 75.2 -
CLD 82.0 56.4 75.7 47.2
CLDm w/o MLP 82.4 56.7 76.8 48.3
CLDm w MLP 82.7 57.0 77.6 49.3
Table 5: Transfer learning results on object detection: We fine-tune on Pascal VOC trainval07+12 or
trainval07, and test on VOC test2007. The detector is Faster R-CNN with ResNet50-C4. MoCo v2
model is trained for 200 epochs with an MLP projection head. Note that our model can outperform
SOTA methods without using an MLP projection head. All baseline results are from [22, 6].
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Figure 6: CLDm is better than MoCo at having more (dis)similar instances in positive(negative) pairs,
resulting in larger similarity differences between them. Columns 1-3 are the histograms of cosine
similarities between positive and negative pairs and their differences per the linear projection layer
for fI(xi) (Row 1) and f(xi) (Row 2) on ImageNet-100 data.
between positive (negative) pairs, with larger gaps for A∆ij . These plots suggest that our feature
extractor f(xi) is also a better discriminator. While our instance discrimination branch runs parallel
to the group branch, CLD still helps improves its representation quality (Fig. 6 Row 2).
Global- and instance-level mutual information. Here we use Normalized Mutual Information
(NMI), image retrieval and kNN accuracy to better understand the discrepancies of representations
for each branch. NMI(f, Y ) reflects the amount of global mutual information related to downstream
classification tasks contained in the representation f . NMI(f, Y ) = I(C|f,Y )√
H(C|f)H(Y ) , where Y is class
labels, C is cluster labels predicted by k-Means clustering representations f , H(·) is entropy and
I(C|f ;Y ) is the mutual information between Y and C [45]. The top-1 image retrieval accuracy
R(f, Y ) is used to evaluate the capability of capturing instance-level mutual information. The kNN
accuracy serves as a non-parametric method to appraise classification performance.
Table 3 shows fI is more accurate than fG at retrievals and performs better at downstream classi-
fication. Although fG has a higher NMI score, its kNN accuracy is still worse than fI . Therefore,
simply maximizing global mutual information would not result in better downstream classification
performance. The ability to capture instance-level mutual information is also important.
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Accuracy (%)
CLD CLDm
Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5
λ = 0 (baseline) 75.3 92.4 77.6 93.8
λ = 0.1 78.8 94.4 80.3 95.0
λ = 0.25 79.7 95.1 81.7 95.7
λ = 0.50 78.9 94.4 80.5 95.2
λ = 1.0 78.8 94.5 80.1 94.8
λ = 3.0 76.6 93.2 78.4 94.1
TI=TG 0.07 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Top-1(%) 79.3 79.6 81.7 80.7 79.4 79.0
Table 6: Top-1 and Top-5 linear classification accuracies (%) on ImageNet-100 with different λ’s and
temperature T ’s. TI = TG for simplicity. The backbone network is ResNet-50.
linear𝑅(𝑓, 𝑓′)
NMI 𝑓, 𝑓! ∗ 𝑅(𝑓, 𝑓′)NMI(𝑓, 𝑓′)
linear𝑅(𝑓, 𝑓′)
NMI 𝑓, 𝑓! ∗ 𝑅(𝑓, 𝑓′)NMI(𝑓, 𝑓′)
Figure 7: Unsupervised hyper-parameter tuning on ImageNet-100, for weight λ (left) and for the
temperatures TI, TG used in instance discrimination and CLD (right). NMI(f, f ′) · R(f, f ′) ranks
models similarly as supervised linear classification, corroborating our idea that both global mutual
information and augmentation-invariant local information are important for downstream performance.
Each curve is individually normalized.
How sensitive are hyper-parameters weight λ and temperature T? λ controls the relative impor-
tance of CLD with respect to instance-level discrimination, and helps strike a balance between the
caveates of noisy initial grouping and the benefits it brings with coarse-grained repulsion between
instances and local groups. Table 6 shows that, at a fixed group number, λ = 0.25 achieves optimal
performance, and a larger λ generally leads to worse performance and even decreases top-1 accuracy
by 3.1% at λ = 3. T is known to critical for discrminative learning and can be sometimes tricky to
choose. Table 6 shows that the best performance is achieved at T = 0.2 for ImageNet-100. With
local grouping built into our CLD, we find that the sensitivity to T is greatly reduced.
Unsupervised hyper-parameter tuning for self-supervision. Unsupervised learning is meant to
draw inference from unlabeled data. However, its hyper-parameters such as our weight λ and
temperature T are often selected by labeled data in the downstream task. Self-supervised feature
learning benchmarks pass as a supervised shallow feature learner with a few hyper-parameters. Here
we explore a truly unsupervised hyper-parameter selection method based on the unlabeled data itself.
Fig. 7 shows that, as λ increases, the linear classification accuracy increases until λ = 0.25, and
decreases as λ gets larger, whereas NMI(f, f ′) indicates almost the opposite. R(f, f ′) behaves
similarly as the linear classifier for λ but not TI, TG. Therefore, neither R(f, f ′) nor NMI(f, f ′)
alone can indicate the feature quality. However, their product NMI(f, f ′) · R(f, f ′) works for all the
parameters and is a promising unsupervised evaluation metric. We share these results to stimulate
further research on unsupervised hyper-parameter selection for unsupervised learning methods.
5 Summary
We consider correlated and long-tail distributed instances in real-world data for unsupervised learning.
We propose to integrate grouping into instance-level discrimination by imposing cross-level discrimi-
nation between instances and groups. Our extensive experimentation demonstrates not only significant
gain on datasets with high correlation and long-tail distributions, but also leading performance on
multiple self-supervision benchmarks. It validates our insight that both global coherence and local
discrimination are necessary for unsupervised learning to deliver on downstream classification.
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